
Trouble Shooting problems with HID.  
 
Everyone loves their HID and will say it the best thing they did to their car. Every time you drive at night you 
will appreciate your purchase. 
HID (High Intensity Discharge) creates light by passing a huge voltage difference of 23000 volts across xenon 
gas inside a small glass chamber. Unless you break the glass and the gas escapes there isn’t much that can go 
wrong with the globes. Globes will almost never fail us or be a problem unless they have been subjected to 
rough treatment and insulation coating cracks etc. The ballast will not come on or will turn off if the voltage 
drops below 12V. It is either on or off – never half strength or dimming so your clean consistent and strong 
voltage is critical.  
Faults in the product we sell are less than 5%. If you have 2 lights that do not work then it’s almost certain you 
have done something wrong or your battery is no good. But if there is 1 that just won’t work and you have 
considered all suggestions in this doc then you might have a faulty part.  
 
If you have a HID light not coming on, set up the globe and ballast as pictured below and hook up directly to 
your battery .. red to +ve and black to –ve terminals. You can do this too with H4 Hi/Lo globes.  
NEVER cut the wires that go to the globes as they are designed to carry 23000 Volts. No matter how well you 
insulate a join it wont withstand 23000V 
 

 Red to +ve battery terminal (sometimes 
blue) 

 
Black -ve battery terminal 

 
 
 
Never touch the glass on the globe and remove from 
protective case before testing.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
HID globe should come on.  
 

 
 
 
 
If still not coming on check following ... 

 Red (sometimes blue) to +ve and Black to –ve. 
 Battery must be greater than 12V. Will not start if poor charge.  
 Ballast power lead plug is correct way up in socket. Black retaining 

clips must lock over triangle tab. (not square tab) 
 Wiggle this plug – sometimes poor contact inside 

 
Note 100/200 series Landcruiser and some other cars have reverse polarity 
and it is safe to try swapping the red for black wires or turning the plug over.  

  



Flickering 
Flickering will occur if there is insufficient voltage or there is a poor plug connection. Check the voltage at the 
ballast. There is always voltage drop in wiring and some car wiring can be so light this needs to be rectified. 
Note also many batteries occasionally drop to below 12V. 
Check all plugs, in particular the ballast power plug with red socket. Check all your car wiring for poor 
connections.  
 

Different Colours. 
HID globes need a chance to bed in and settle. They are often a different shade of yellow/white/blue for the 
first few hours. Give them a chance to settle before you get concerned about your globes being a different 
colour to each other.  
 

Takes a bit to get bright 
This is normal. All HID globes take a little while to reach full brightness. These should be about 0-5 seconds 
while other brands can take up to 30 seconds. A buzzing noise is normal, especially during warm up. 
 

Have to turn lights on and off a few times to make them come on.   
This is a voltage problem, just like flickering. The Ballasts require a reasonable start up current and if the volts 
are not at full strength then one light will consume what current it can leaving the other light without enough. 
Ensure plugs are secure, great voltage and wires are capable of the start up current. 
 

H4 Hi/Lo beam not going to hi beam.   
Try hotwiring the high beam solenoid in the globe. High beam is achieved by the globe solenoid pulling the 
globe stalk inwards thus the bright spot on the globe is no longer shielded and light hits the bottom of the 
reflector and elevates the light pattern. Take the small plug at the globe and earth the pin for the thin black 
wire. Apply 12V to the pin of the thin red wire. You should be able to make the stalk shift in and out manually. 
If so then the problem is not with the globe but instead either the wiring harness or harness relay. If you can 
not get a healthy inward movement (a tilt is not acceptable) then the globe is at fault. 
 

Earth Switching.   
Some cars like Landcruiser and commodore have constant 12V power at the globe even when it is off and the 
car connects the earth wire to make the light come on. This doesn’t make much difference to the HID kit. Still 
make sure the red power wire for the ballast goes to the 12V and the black wire to earth. But it will explain 
unusual findings when you are setting up and means you have to use the car light’s original earth and not a 
new independent earth point.  
 

Load compensation.   
Some cars need to detect a current load to light up the blue high beam light on the dash. Because H4 Hi/Lo kits 
just use the car’s original wires simply to just tell the kit’s relay to turn the lights on and off there is not enough 
load to register and trigger the blue light. Most of the time this is solved with a load module that simulates a 
globe being on. We sell these in this ebay store. And then some cars need more load and this can be achieved 
by joining 4 x 22 Ohm resistors in parallel and plugging them into your spare head light socket (Hi beam and 
earth pins). 
 

Warranty.   
If you have tried all of the above and have a part that needs replacing under warranty send that part only to us 
at JTX Lighting PO Box 298 Somerville Vic 3912 along with a note with your ebay user ID, contact details and a 
prepaid reply aus post bag for us to send the replacement back in.  


